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My Bachelor’s thesis work discusses cultural activities of visually impaired people. My work has to
offer explanation to questions, which sighted person can pose with connection of cultural activities of
visually impaired people or to questions, which visually impaired person can pose to himself – can
visually impaired person create, can feel an art, does need art for his life? We cannot hear and read much
often about haptic exhibitions and visually impaired person is not seen much often at common
exhibitions. I consider about this problem in my work. I can claim partial evaluation of situation that
refers an offer of cultural activities of visually impaired people. Cultural activities has according to my
opinion an inconsiderable effect to handicapped people and are very important for them. From all those
findings appears discovery about need of person to create and picture. Visually impaired people has the
same needs and their creativy, need not to be affected with visual deffect. And need not to be restricted,
if we offer an involvement to different kinds of cultural activities and make an accessible art with the
help of modern technical instuments and sensitively creation of cultural and educational programs. 
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